18 KEY SCENES/ ROMANCE STORY SEQUENCE STRUCTURE + CAVE outline

		scene 1 = (1-2)
Act 1- 1: Set up: INTRODUCTION – PROTAG’S ORDINARY WORLD &  LOOMING DISASTER : Meet the characters: protag, love interest-contagonist, villain, herald, ally, henchmen, the Status quo and the story’s plot problem 
Inciting incident: sets up the ending Story Goal that the Protagonist is seeking to obtain. It also sets up what the source of conflict is between your Protagonist and your Antagonist.


Act 1- 2: THE MEET: lay out story goal and show heroine’s reaction to hero.

		sequel 2 = (3)
Act 1- 3: Rebuffed: protag and Love interest have their first mini-clash. 	
		Character arc 1: reveal protag’s inner fear/flaw 

	STORY GOAL LAID OUT 	PLOT REVERSAL 1

		PROTAGONIST BEGINS

 PLOT POINT 1 protag considers and accepts the call  BIG PLOT REVERSAL

Act 2 - 4: PROTAG JOURNEY INTO THE NEW WORLD. S/HE’S IN NEW SITUATION AND MEETS MENTOR / WISE FRIENDS, WHO CUT TO THE CHASE.  
		Crosses 1st threshold and encounters resistance/ dead ends/ more questions
		Battles henchmen and gatekeepers, wins battle, then life becomes more complicated.
		BIG Complications with THROUGH LINES OF 1) love interest, 2) rivals, 3) allies, 4) henchmen, 5) situation.

	
Act 2 - 5. NOW IN NEW WORLD: FINALLY ACKNOWLEDGES LOVE INTEREST
	Protag deals with results of 2A. Complications, new turn in protag- love interest relationship, complications = PLOT REVERSAL
	 
PINCH POINT 1 (goes where it fits best)

	Scene 3 =  (6)
Act 2 - 6: PROTAG & LOVE INTEREST ARRIVE AT THE “TREASURE/GOAL” SITE. 
		Tension explodes with rivals, allies, henchmen, and/or love interest.  

	Character arc 2: find allies, encouragement and reason to continue.
	 
Major complication / twist shows how dangerous the situation really is.

Act 2 - 7: protag still searching for the “treasure / answers to questions/ clues. Protag and love interest or ally bonding. Then Complications.
	 		
		Sequel 4 = (8)
Act 2 -  8 : protag enters treasure cave and finds the treasure = uncovers helpful info that answers some questions.    PLOT REVERSAL

	Character step 3: ally / learning cave: determination and abilities are tested
		Scene 5 = (9)
9. MIDPOINT CRISIS: Protag loses the confrontation with the villain/ suffers setback  BIG PLOT REVERSAL
 
		Sequel 6 = (10-11)
Act 3 - 10 : protag and allies seek sanctuary to regroup. Protag gains new weapons/ allies from an unexpected source.  PLOT REVERSAL
 
Act 3 - 11: emotional scene/regroup. Protag makes progress (wins skirmish) then complications. Protag regroups while s/he reacts to loss (allies and emotion scene) 
		 
		 Scene 7 = (12) 
Act 3- 12: PROTAG’s GOAL CHANGES COMPLETELY after Love interest and protag clash. Protag is changed by this experience. 
	 
	BIG PLOT REVERSAL
Character step 4: transformation: protag forced to face inner fear/inner flow; s/he changes and matures.
	
PINCH POINT: 

		Sequel 8 = (13 – 15)
Act 3 - 13:  Protag reacts to loss of love interest. He rearms/renews, begins serious hunt for villain:

Act 3 - 14:  Protag and love interest arm themselves for upcoming rescue/ battle. Prepare to face villain & his henchmen. Final Preparations made by all key characters.
	

Act 3 - 15: PROTAGONIST ON THE  HUNT - races to locate/confront Villain - Enters the Treasure Cave/Arena to rescue L.I./Real Treasure – Protagonist LOSES – Antagonist WINS/ESCAPES

PLOT POINT 2   BIG BIG PLOT REVERSAL

Black moment 1 Protag’s emotional growth breakthrough. 

	 Character step 5, part 1: Protag realizes the Real treasure is the love interest. 

		Scene 9/11 = (16-17) 
Act 4 - 16: the lovers reunite temporarily as they fight off henchmen.  HENCHMEN BATTLE/Wrap-Up Subplots

Black moment #2: lovers separated 
(Character step 5, part 2, if useful) HERO CONQUERS INNER FEAR. INNER FLAW AND WILL SOON BE REWARDED.  

BIG PLOT REVERSALS.

Act 4 - 17: Final Battle with villain Battle of old power vs. new begins.

		Sequel 12 = (18)
Act 4 - 18: Together at last/ HEA/ lovers reunite permanently.  Resolution and reward.

